
Lawsuits imply EMTALA requires 
EDs to admit all uninsured patients
Experts question claim’s validity, saying only emergency treatment required

Aseries of 27 lawsuits aimed at organizations controlling about 250 non-
profit hospitals in 15 states and the Chicago-based American Hospital
Association (AHA) have shone the spotlight on the Emergency Medical

Treatment and Labor Act (EMTALA) and its requirements concerning the treat-
ment — and admission — of uninsured and underinsured patients. The cases
accuse the hospitals of a number of violations, including consumer fraud and vio-
lations of EMTALA, breaches of contract, breaches of good faith and fair dealing,
and breaches of charitable trust. Among other charges, the lawsuits contend the
hospitals would not admit a patient unless the patient agreed to pay charges in full. 

While the legal and risk management experts contacted by ED Management
question the merits of the cases, two recent reports, both showing growing pres-
sures on America’s EDs to care for such patients, indicate that it’s more important
than ever for ED managers to know exactly what their legal and ethical responsi-
bilities are concerning uninsured patients.

One report, released through the Robert Wood Johnson Urgent Matters program
at George Washington University in Washington, DC, found that while the fraying
safety net and lack of awareness are forcing uninsured and Medicaid patients to
seek care in the nation’s already strained EDs, the availability of specialty care 
for these vulnerable patients is poor in all 10 communities assessed, with waits of
six months or more for a visit common. (For information on how to access the
report, see resource box, p. 87.)
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Uninsured and underinsured patients are a growing challenge for EDs, but requirements
for the Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act (EMTALA) are simple and clear-cut.
• EMTALA’s jurisdiction ends when emergency treatment is completed or it is deter-

mined that no emergency exists.
• Admission is only covered by EMTALA when it is required to stabilize the patient.
• The ability or inability of a patient to pay should not be known nor requested in the ED.
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A second report, Characteristics of Emergency
Departments Serving High Volumes of Safety-Net
Patients: United States, 2000, from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC) National
Center for Health Statistics (NCHS), says that some
36% of the nation’s EDs are considered “high safety
net,” defined as those where at least 30% of the

patients are Medicaid eligible, 30% are uninsured, or 
a total of 40% of the patients fall into either category.1

What EMTALA requires

So, what exactly are your responsibilities to these
patients under EMTALA? 

“The first thing you need to do is to recognize that
EMTALA does not require hospitals to provide all
care,” says Robert A. Bitterman, MD, JD, FACEP,
director of risk management and managed care in 
the department of emergency medicine of Carolinas
Medical Center in Charlotte, NC. “It is only in force
when you decide there is an emergency, and you act to
stabilize the patient. But people forget that EMTALA
ends after a certain point in the visit and everything
after that time [with uninsured patients] really is char-
ity care.”

What you are required to do for these patients under
EMTALA is exactly what you must do for every patient:
provide an adequate screening exam to determine if an
emergency exists, Bitterman says. If it does not, then the
law does not apply beyond the exam.

“You only make a mistake if you do not screen these
patients the same way you screen everybody else, or if
you determined there was an emergency but did not sta-
bilize the patient adequately prior to discharge or trans-
fer,” Bitterman explains. 

An important point to remember is that EMTALA
has no impact on whether or what you charge patients,
says Jonathan D. Lawrence, MD, JD, FACEP, an ED
physician and medical staff risk management liaison
of the emergency department at St. Mary Medical
Center in Long Beach, CA. 

EMTALA says nothing about not charging someone
you treat because they are uninsured, Lawrence says.
“In fact, it’s a federal mandate that we treat people
without any idea of payment at all,” he says. In terms
of EMTALA, it doesn’t matter whether the hospital
writes it off or charges a large fee, he says. “What it
does say is that you can’t ask somebody about whether
or not they have the ability to pay until: A) You estab-
lish whether they have an emergency medical condi-
tion, or B) you have stabilized any emergency medical
condition you’ve found.”

Emergency physicians and hospitals are not sup-
posed to know the financial status of an emergency
patient, Lawrence says. The first requirement of
EMTALA is that everyone who comes to the ED
receives a medical screening exam (MSE), he notes.
“At the time of the MSE to determine whether it’s an
emergency, we are blind to what their financial status
is,” Lawrence says. “They could be indigent, or they
could be Bill Gates.”
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If the MSE indicates it is an emergency medical
condition, you have to stabilize the patient, which you
also do without regard to the patient’s ability to pay,
he says. To the extent that stabilization may require
admission, unstable patients are required to be admit-
ted — also regardless of the ability to pay, Lawrence
continues.

“Once they are stabilized, however, you are rid of
EMTALA and can ask all the questions you want about
proof of insurance, deposits, and all the other ordinary
things a hospital will do to stave off bankruptcy,” he
says.

Fulfilling the requirements of the law is one thing;
doing that task while dealing effectively with the grow-
ing number of uninsured patients and helping to keep
your hospital financially solvent, is another. At the
University of Colorado Hospital in Denver, the ED has
come up with a creative, though controversial, method
for addressing all three challenges.

The Colorado state legislature has cut hospitals’
support fairly dramatically in the last few years, notes
Norman A. Paradis, MD, associate professor of
emergency medicine at University of Colorado
Hospital. “Even in light of that inadequate funding,
what we did not want to cut were lifesaving services
such as chemotherapy and transplants and dealing with
life-threatening emergencies in the ED,” he says. “But
every day, we have a large number of people here for
nonemergency, i.e., primary care.”

The ED managers have decided to tell those

patients seeking care for nonemergencies that they
can’t continue to treat them for free. “We tell them we
want them to make a deposit toward the cost of care,”
Paradis adds.

How large is the deposit? “If it’s a Medicaid patient,
it’s $3,” Paradis says. “If they are completely indigent,
well, the cost of an average ED visit for a minor prob-
lem is remarkably in the hundreds of dollars, so we ask
for a $200 deposit toward the total cost of care.”

The process, which was instituted two years ago,
works in this manner: When patients come into the
ED, a senior faculty member sees them within 10 min-
utes. “They immediately decide if it is an emergency
or not, says Paradis. If it is, they are treated and stabi-
lized. If it is not an emergency, the aforementioned
deposit is requested.

Not surprisingly, the hospital’s new policy received
a good bit of unfavorable local press. “We’ve been
excoriated by the local media; from a PR point of
view, this has been terrible,” Paradis admits. 

However, the ED was rationing care before; it just
wasn’t doing it rationally, he emphasizes. “Waits in
the ED were six hours. Diversions were more than
1,000 hours a year. And if we’re on divert, we are not
meeting a fundamental community commitment.”

Since this screening process has been put in place,
diversions have dropped significantly, Paradis says. “I
was initially skeptical, but now I’m enthusiastic,” he
adds. “Total diversions for the year will be less than
100 hours.”

Reference

1. Burt CW, Arispe IE. Characteristics of emergency depart-
ments serving high volumes of safety-net patients: United States,
2000. National Center for Health Statistics. Vital Health Stat 2004;
13:1-23.  ■

How to boost satisfaction
rates: A tale of two EDs
If you want to please patients, timing is everything

In 1997, the ED at Parkview Hospital in Fort Wayne,
IN, was in the 45th percentile in South Bend, IN-

based Press Ganey Associates satisfaction rankings.
That same year, Southern Ohio Medical Center in
Portsmouth, languished in the ninth percentile. 

Since 1998, however, Parkview has consistently
been between the 90th and 99th percentiles almost
every quarter, and Southern Ohio has also gotten its
Press Ganey numbers into the 90s.
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For more information on handling uninsured patients,
contact:
• Robert A. Bitterman, MD, JD, FACEP, Director of 

Risk Management and Managed Care, Department 
of Emergency Medicine, Carolinas Medical Center,
1000 Blythe Blvd., Charlotte, NC 28203. Phone: (704)
355-5291. Fax: (704) 355-8356. E-mail: rbitterman@
carolinas.org.

• Norman A. Paradis, MD, Associate Professor of
Emergency Medicine, University of Colorado Hospital,
Emergency Services, 4200 E. Ninth Ave., Campus Box
A044, Denver CO 80262. Phone: (303) 372-4065. Fax:
(303) 372-6348. E-mail: Norman.paradis@uchsc.edu.

• Jonathan D. Lawrence, MD, JD, FACEP, Emergency
Department, St. Mary Medical Center, 1050 Linden
Ave., Long Beach, CA 30813. Phone: (562) 491-9090.
E-mail: jdl28@cornell.edu.

To access a free copy of The U.S. Health Care Safety Net
and Emergency Department Crowding, go to www.urgent
matters.org and click on “ED Crowding and the Health
Care Safety Net.”

Sources/Resources



What were the keys to such dramatic turnarounds?
“Our hospital made the decision in 1997 that we
wanted to become known for service,” says Mary
Kate Dilts-Skaggs, RN, MSN, CAN, director of nurs-
ing for emergency and outpatient services at Southern
Ohio. “We had to use what the public was saying
about us to really improve processes.” And what did
the customer surveys say? “The No. 1 complaint was
time,” she explains.

Parkview saw the same overriding issue. “The 
No. 1 goal we always have is to get the patient to the
doctor [quickly],” adds Deb Richey, MPA, director of
emergency services. “They come to the ED to see the
physicians, so any opportunity you have to streamline
processes will benefit satisfaction.”

Richey says it’s important to take a broad-brush
approach. “Obstacles can be in the parking lot, in
triage, in registration,” she says. “There is a variety 
of things that can impede access.”

One step at a time

With such a long way to go, Dilts-Skaggs says that
success did not happen overnight. “It took slow but
sure increments of improvement,” she adds. 

One of the keys at the starting point was an interdis-
ciplinary team. “If you want to make changes, you need
all the stakeholders at the table,” Dilts-Skaggs says.
Have all the departments interface with the ED so they
know what the goals are, she suggests. “For example,
it’s hard for the laboratory to understand that all work in
the ED is STAT unless they are at the table and hear it,
because the [intensive care unit] and everyone else all
want their attention,” Dilts-Skaggs says.

The team, which included physicians, nursing, unit
clerks, patient representatives, ED technicians, regis-
tration, medical imaging, the laboratory, and human
resources began meeting monthly. Here are some of
the key changes they implemented that have reduced
process times:

• STAT lab. Some testing is performed in the ED,
which has decreased the time it takes to get results to
the physicians. “We do general screenings and a fair
amount of testing,” says Dilts-Skaggs.

• Rapid-cycle change. This tool, which enables
staff to turn change on and off rapidly, was learned
though work on a Veterans Health Administration ini-
tiative to decrease door-to-doctor times. Southern Ohio
has cut their time from 90-100 minutes to 37. 

• Bedside registration. There are dedicated regis-
trars in the ED who use bedside computers on wheels.

• Computerized medical imaging. The doctors
have reviews stations in the ED so they can look at X-
rays and computed axial tomography (CAT) reference
scans. 

In addition, several initiatives were adopted that
directly addressed patients and their families:

• A new ED was built with all private rooms.
• If patients have to stay all night in the ED because

a bed is unavailable, the hospital sends them a small
flower or plant to acknowledge their inconvenience.

• Beverage cart service is provided twice a day, and
patient representatives regularly check on patients and
families to see if they need anything.

Training, then action

Outside consultants were brought to Parkview to
train staff in customer service to get patient satisfac-
tion efforts started, Richey recalls. The combination of
lectures and role-playing helped increase awareness of
the need to serve customers. Then, several timesaving
measures were instituted:

• The registration process was streamlined, and
bedside registration was instituted.

This produced immediate positive feedback from
patients and reduced turnaround time by 40 minutes. 

• Nurses were trained in a quicker triage process. 
“If there is a bed available and you can look at a

patient and see what kind of bed [he or she] needs, it’s
not critical to do vitals or a huge history in the triage
area,” Richey explains.

• TVs were put in most exam rooms.
“This creates white noise and helps pass the time,”

Richey notes.
Interestingly, both Parkview and Southern Ohio

adopted the “FISH philosophy of customer service.”
The approach draws its name from a series of books
based on the successful customer service approach in
Seattle’s Pike Place Fish Market. “They include a num-
ber of simple principles that help make your team pas-
sionate about customer service,” says Dilts-Skaggs. “It
makes it fun.” (To learn more about the FISH philos-
ophy, see resource box, p. 89.) 
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Reducing wait times for patients is the key to boosting
satisfaction ratings. EDs that have raised their rankings
from the ninth and 45th percentiles to the 90s indicate 
the following:
• An interdisciplinary task force helps ensure ED needs

will be given priority.
• Moving processes such as testing and registration

into the ED are great timesavers.
• Celebrating successes will help make improvement

fun and engender stronger staff support.

Executive Summary



Richey adds, “We’ve really gotten a lot of mileage
out of it. We’ve repeated the program each year and
presented new customer service goals for each year.”

Drawing on the FISH philosophy, Dilts-Skaggs
says she celebrates the successes of staff. “For exam-
ple, the first time monthly bedside registration hit
800, we had ribs and chicken,” she relates. “Happy
employees make happy customer. It all plays into
patient satisfaction.” ■

Lab order to results in 16
minutes? You heard right!
Six Sigma helps ED overcome internal squabbling

ED-laboratory relations at North Memorial Medical
Center in Robbinsdale, MN, were not unlike those

in many hospitals:
There was a long history of frustration over lab

specimen turnaround time — but not anymore. Thanks
to a successful Six Sigma initiative, turnaround time
for the ED’s criteria draws (draws based on specific
patient criteria that indicate lab work will be needed)
has dropped from about 46 minutes to 16 minutes.

“We were frustrated by the patient delays that
occurred while waiting for test results to become avail-
able, and the lab [staff] were frustrated because they
felt they were doing the best they could and that we
needed to be more patient,” recalls Maribeth Woitas,
RN, BSN, director of emergency services. 

Six Sigma is a performance improvement approach
pioneered by large corporations such as GE and

Motorola. In the health care context, it aims at deliver-
ing near-perfect patient care. 

“As we were taught it, Six Sigma is a seven-step
process that enables you to study your work processes
in depth to qualitatively validate where the greatest
opportunities to improve exist,” Woitas explains. 

The seven steps are:
1. Establish the focus.
2. Examine the current situation.
3. Analyze the causes.
4. Act on the causes.
5. Study the results.
6. Standardize the changes.
7. Draw the conclusions.
It was a logical step for North Memorial to try 

the Six Sigma approach, because some top managers
recently had attended a program at the Carlson School
of Management at the University of Minnesota in
Minneapolis, and already had begun a hospitalwide
initiative addressing capacity management, notes
Woitas. A multidisciplinary team was established in
early 2003 to address lab turnaround. 

In-depth analysis

The team began its work with some in-depth data
analysis of the process. “We actually broke it down
into subprocesses,” Woitas explains.

This was a critical part of the Six Sigma process,
notes Kathy Willemsen, RN, BSN, who at the time
was the ED nurse manager. 

“When you get something that involves multiple
steps, it is usually so overwhelming. You try to fix it
all at once, and your effort ends up being nonproduc-
tive,” she observes. “In our case, we were able to zero
in on the one piece of the process that would give us
the most bang for our buck.”
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For more information on improving patient satisfaction, 
contact:
• Mary Kate Dilts-Skaggs, RN, MSN, CAN, Director 

of Nursing for Emergency and Outpatient Services,
Southern Ohio Medical Center, Portsmouth. E-mail:
SkaggsMK@somc.org.

• Deb Richey, MPA, Director of Emergency Services,
Parkview Hospital, 2200 Randalia Ave., Fort Wayne,
IN 46805. Phone: (260) 373-6040. E-mail: Deb.Richey
@parkview.com.

To access books and video products about the FISH 
philosophy of customer service, contact:
• Charthouse Learning, Burnsville, MN. Web: www.

charthouse.com/product_film_fp.asp. 

Sources/Resource

Six Sigma, an approach to performance improvement that
originated in the manufacturing sector, is being applied
readily to the ED environment.
• Turnaround time for ED lab specimens is reduced by

30 minutes.
• Many ED processes have multiple steps. Six Sigma

approach identifies subprocesses for targeted
improvement.

• Data-heavy analysis eliminates the emotional compo-
nent of problem solving.

• Bedside nurses and phlebotomists all are equipped
with pagers to speed the process of getting blood
samples to the lab. 

Executive Summary



And just what was that subprocess? “The piece of
the process that had the most significant variation was
from the time a test was ordered until the specimen
was collected,” says Woitas.

Because this conclusion was data-driven, it was eas-
ier to obtain buy-in from the staff. “This very objective
analysis of the data removed the emotional piece and
allowed us to look at the reality of the situation in a
different light,” Woitas observes. 

It’s difficult to argue with data, she points out. “It
gets everyone on the same page, focusing on improv-
ing,” Woitas adds.

Focusing efforts

With the data in hand, the identified subprocess
became the focus of the team’s efforts. 

“We did a lot of integrative flowcharting and came
up with a very simplistic, but quite novel idea,” Woitas
recalls. 

Whenever the ED primary nurse was admitting a
patient, the nurse had a set of criteria, i.e., shortness of
breath in a patient older than 40, abdominal pain in a
patient older than 40, hypotension, and vomiting for
more than 24 hours, she points out.

If this patient met those criteria, staff knew there was
a significant probability he or she needed lab work done.
“We gave pagers to the phlebotomy staff, so the nurse at
the bedside could page them, enter a cart number, and
the phlebotomist would then begin going to the ED,”
Woitas says.

The phlebotomist drew a standard set of tubes, gave
the specimens to the lab, then the physician saw the
patient and ordered specific tests, which was entered
into a computer. “But since the patient’s information
had already been entered into the lab, it wasn’t that
long a delay from the time the physician ordered the
test until the blood was drawn,” she explains.

Woitas says the team has been able reduce turnaround
time by 30 minutes. Of course, when a patient doesn’t
meet the criteria, staff still need to wait for a physician,
“So we have aggressively worked on increasing the per-
centage of times we are able to do a criteria draw,” she
adds. At present, that percentage has increased from
31% to about 40%. (To learn how this was accom-
plished, see story, at right.)

The Six Sigma process has broad applications, says
Willemsen. “There are a lot of procedures in the ED
that lend themselves to Six Sigma,” she asserts. 

“We are currently looking at opportunities to evalu-
ate our triage system,” Woitas notes.

Six Sigma also is readily adaptable to different ED
environments, she adds. “This project is so easy to
replicate,” Woitas concludes.  ■

Targeting individual RNs
improves performance

The ED at North Memorial Medical Center in
Robbinsdale, MN, has been able to increase the per-

centage of ‘criteria’ blood draws from 31% to 41% —
one of the keys to slashing lab specimen turnaround
time. But since only a specific percentage of patients
meet the criteria at any given time, how is that possible?

“Our efforts have been directed at improving indi-
vidual RN utilization of the criteria-based blood draw
system,” explains Maribeth Woitas, RN, BSN, direc-
tor of emergency services. 

An individual profiling is conducted to let each
nurse know his or her performance in relation to the
departmental and shift percentages, after which they
are sent a letter that says one of the following:

• You are doing a great job. We appreciate your
assistance to improve our turnaround times.

• You are at departmental performance. Please
review your practice to see if there are other appropri-
ate times that you could be initiating a criteria-based
blood draw.

• Please review your practice, as you are below
our averages and we are requesting your compliance
with this process. 

“The individual feedback process has had the greatest
impact on improving overall departmental compliance
with the criteria-based blood drawing process,” Woitas
notes. 

“Prior to this process, we posted departmental and
shift information with little impact or response,” she
adds.  ■
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For more information on Six Sigma health care initiatives,
contact:
• Maribeth Woitas, RN, BSN, Director, Emergency

Services, North Memorial Medical Center, Robbinsdale,
MN. Phone: (763) 520-5550. E-mail: maribeth.woitas@
northmemorial.com.

• Kathy Willemsen, RN, BSN, North Memorial Medical
Center, Robbinsdale, MN. Phone: (763) 520-5550. 
E-mail: kathy.willemsen@northmemorial.com.

For a brochure on Six Sigma training available, contact:
• Carlson School of Management, University of

Minnesota, Minneapolis. Web: www.csom.umn.
edu/Assets/3772.pdf. For a copy of Carlson’s
Deploying Six Sigma in a Healthcare System, go 
to: www.csom.umn.edu/Assets/8260.pdf.
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Are you liable if your 
staff abuse a patient?
Case alleges improper employee behavior

Denver Health Medical Center is being sued by a
patient who claims that two hospital workers took

a photograph of his genitals while he lay unconscious
in their ED last February. Could a hospital be held
liable for such accusations?

“The hospital is only liable if they negligently hired or
credentialed somebody who shouldn’t have been hired,”
argues Andrew S. Kaufman, JD, a partner in the New
York City law firm of Kaufman Borgeest & Ryan. 

“It is also automatically liable if the action that took
place was within the scope of the employee’s employ-
ment,” he says.

In a case like this, Kaufman notes, the plaintiff likely
would argue that anything a hospital employee does
while on the job is within the scope of his or her employ-
ment, “but the reality is you should be liable only if the
patient is injured due to medical negligence,” he adds. 

“While these types of lawsuits involving EDs are
pretty rare,” it is common policy in hospitals to have 
a patient who is being examined by a member of the
opposite sex to have a chaperone of the same sex pre-
sent in the room, Kaufman says.

If there is an intentional tort, such as an assault or
sexual misconduct, there is no medical purpose to the
act, he continues. “If a plastic surgeon takes a photo to
document a female patient’s breasts and then fondles
them, the act is probably within the scope of employ-
ment, but if this ED patient’s injury was not to his gen-
itals, it’s a lot tougher argument,” he says. 

In the Denver case, the patient had a cracked skull,
which was the result of a mugging.

The bottom line, Kaufman explains, is that the hospi-
tal’s defense is it didn’t have any notice these people
would do something like this, despite the fact that it did a
background check, and there is no way to foresee or pre-
vent someone from committing such an assault.

The hospital has investigated the allegations, and

two employees who have been accused of using the
camera are no longer working for Denver Health,
according to a hospital spokesperson.1

There are questions ED managers should ask them-
selves, such as, “How closely do we watch these peo-
ple who can be alone with a vulnerable patient?” says
Grena Porto, RN, ARM, DFASHRM, a health care
risk manager and principal with QRS Healthcare
Consulting in Hockessin, DE, and past president of 
the Chicago-based American Society for Healthcare
Risk Management. 

“Of course, you should do diligent checks on your
folks when you hire them and keep an ongoing eye 
on them,” advises Porto, adding that this is not just 
the responsibility of the ED manager. Staff should be
on the alert for warning signs, such as patient com-
plaints or a staff member doing something that seems
even a bit "off," she says. "Everyone has to be sensi-
tive to these subtle changes."

In addition, Porto asserts, the very nature of the ED
can lead to a general letting down of your guard when
it comes to patient privacy. “Everybody in there is seri-
ously wounded, and privacy is the last thing on peo-
ples’ minds,” she says. “You have to constantly refresh
that duty to sensitivity: No matter if the patient is
unconscious, wounded, or near death, you need to do
whatever you can do to preserve their dignity.”

Periodic inservice sessions can help remind staff of
that duty, Porto explains. “And general vigilance also
will help,” she adds. “Don’t be reluctant to ask why a
curtain is not drawn or why a patient is not covered.”

If any problems do come to your attention, react
swiftly and decisively, Porto advises. For example, she
notes, in the Denver case, it came to light that the hospi-
tal had recently fired five paramedics and disciplined 
12 others for harassing or bullying patients in unrelated
cases. “Obviously, the hospital acted and did the right
thing. It sounds like they were vigilant and took action.”

Reference

1. Hospital sued over photos of man's genitals. Reuters, July 1,
2004. Web: www.reuters.com/newsArticle.jhtml?type=topNews
&storyID=5565970. ■
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Staff abuse of ED patients does not automatically make
the hospital liable for inappropriate employee actions.
• Policies cannot be expected to prevent bad behavior,

but if an event occurs, take swift, decisive action.
• Actions must be in the scope of an employee’s job

responsibilities for the hospital to be considered liable.
• Periodic reminders to staff and due diligence in hiring

will help minimize likelihood of inappropriate behavior. 

Executive Summary

For more information on staff abuse of patients, contact:
• Andrew S. Kaufman, JD, Partner, Kaufman Borgeest

& Ryan, 99 Park Ave., 19th Floor, New York, NY
10016. Phone: (212) 980-9600. 

• Grena Porto, QRS Healthcare Consulting, 7454 Lan-
caster Pike, No. 301, Hockessin, DE 19707. Phone:
(302) 235-2363. E-mail: gporto@earthlink.net. 

Sources



Situation critical for call
panels: Is there a cure?
Hospitals are at risk if panels aren’t filled

Alarge number of emergency medicine observers
agree that the inability to fully staff ED call pan-

els has reached a critical point. 
“My sense is that the availability of on-call spe-

cialty services is perhaps the most critical situation
that we now face in emergency medicine,” asserts
Todd B. Taylor, MD, FACEP, vice speaker of the
Irving, TX-based American College of Emergency
Physicians and vice president for public affairs at the
Arizona College of Emergency Physicians in Tempe. 

Why has the problem become so serious? 
“Physicians are no longer willing to take call to the

ED because of declining reimbursement and an increase
in the number of underinsured and uninsured patients.”
says Art Gruen, MD, FACEP, president and CEO of

Emergency and Acute Care Medical Corp. (EA) in
Rancho Santa Fe, CA, a management services organiza-
tion with an independently contracted medical group
providing call panel and stipend solutions and programs.

The lack of coverage creates medical, ethical, and
legal problems for hospitals, Taylor says. The emergency
physician feels set up to fail because he is being asked to
do the impossible: be available to take care of an emer-
gency, and then get bashed because he does not have the
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The inability to fill ED call panels has become a national
crisis, say some experts.
• The Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act

requires hospitals to have call panels but does not
require physicians to serve on them.

• Declining reimbursement and more uninsured and
underinsured patients make specialty doctors reticent
to take call.

• Assuring doctors they will get paid fairly helps fill call
panel rosters.

Executive Summary

Call panels: Should your ED
take the do-it-yourself route?

If you’re having difficulty staffing your call panel,
there are two options: You can institute a new

approach internally, or contract with a company such
as Emergency and Acute Care Medical Corp. (EA) in
Rancho Santa Fe, CA, a management services
organization with an independently contracted medi-
cal group providing call panel and stipend solutions
and programs.

While EA is the only company that provides this
type of services, several hospitals are addressing
the problem without outside help, says Todd B.
Taylor, MD, FACEP, vice speaker of the Irving, TX-
based American College of Emergency Physicians
and vice president for public affairs at the Arizona
College of Emergency Physicians in Tempe.

Which is the best way to go? There are clear
advantages to using an outside firm, he says. Take,
for example, the common approach of paying call
physicians a stipend. 

“What EA infers is that they are able to manage
those stipends so that they are fair and in a way that
controls costs,” Taylor notes. 

This is difficult for a hospital, unless it is done sys-
temwide, because you run into Federal Trade Com-
mission problems concerning price setting, he says.
“One of the advantages of using an outside firm is it
can go out and negotiate coverage for a variety of dif-
ferent hospitals and level the playing field.” 

Creating regional call panels also is easier with 
an outside firm, Taylor adds. “It can be done without
one, but it requires what I would call ‘unprecedented
cooperation among hospitals. An independent group
eliminates the natural competition between facilities.”

As for Current Procedural Terminology coding,
another important consideration, using an outside
firm ensures that the work is appropriately billed,
Taylor notes. If you use an internal system, and an
on-call physician is paid a guaranteed rate regard-
less of whether the service is billed, “Does he have
an incentive to do chart capture and coding prop-
erly?” he poses. 

It is not necessarily more expensive to use an out-
side firm, even though they charge the hospital a fee
for their services, Taylor says. There are economies
of scale, he explains. “For example, you could be
paying a single ophthalmologist to be on call for 10
hospitals and spread the cost among all 10 of them.”
The case can be made that the fee will be offset by
greater efficiency, Taylor says.

Using an outside company does have a potential
downside, however, he says. “Any time you have an
outside company involved, you do abdicate a certain
amount of control,” Taylor notes. “For example, one
would assume that all these physicians will be cre-
dentialed, so there might not be a quality issue, but
there may be issues in terms of responsiveness.” 

There are no major disadvantages, however, he
says. “It’s just a way of dealing with the problem that
hospitals are not used to, and hospitals are typically
very conservative,” Taylor adds. ■



backup to provide the service the patient needs. 
The problem is extremely stressful for ED man-

agers, he notes. “It slows down the whole process,
occupies beds, and you are constantly shopping for a
doctor or a specialist,” he says.

What’s more, the Emergency Medical Treatment
and Labor Act (EMTALA) requires hospitals that offer
emergency services to maintain a list of on-call physi-
cians. “A major dilemma arises from the fact that
EMTALA does not require physicians to serve on on-
call rosters but nonetheless requires that such rosters
be maintained by the hospital,” write Taylor and his
co-authors in the Annals of Emergency Medicine.1

There are several key strategies to overcoming the
call panel problem:

• Pay physicians by stipend. A flat fee can be guar-
anteed whether the physician is called or not. They can
range widely, according to Taylor. “I’ve heard as much
as $2,000 per day for certain specialties,” he says. EA
manages this function for their clients, doing the con-
tracting with physicians, collecting the data on the
unassigned population, doing the financial reporting,
and then sending the checks to the physicians. “The
stipend is the primary method most hospitals use” to
address the call panel issue internally, Taylor adds. 

• Implement fee-for-service programs. When the
physicians provides a service, they receive a straight
fee per unit of service (RVU, or relative value unit). In
ordinary practice, a physician practice will code and
bill for services provided using the Current Procedural
Terminology system, he says.

“The payment will depend on the arrangement that
practice has with the payer,” Taylor says. “In this set-
ting, an on-call physician is guaranteed a payment,
usually a percentage of Medicare.”

Gruen says EA typically will pay 80% of Medicare.
If you are a low- to medium-volume hospital, you
might wish to use a hybrid model. The stipend pays
for availability, and the fee is based on actual services.

“The advantage of a fee-for-services [method] is it
pays people for what they do, rather than what they
don’t do [as with a stipend],” Taylor notes.

• Establish regional calls panels. Even in the best

of circumstances, there may be a shortage of physi-
cians in a given general area. So, for example, in Santa
Clara County, CA, there are prearranged transfer
agreements among the EA hospitals.

CPT coding is another important aspect of handling
call panels. EA has developed a mechanism whereby
patients’ records are securely transferred to its offices
and then coded. “Getting the record to the biller and
coded [properly] is challenging,” Taylor concedes. 

What are the benefits of such arrangements? “The
hospital wins because the call panels are covered by
docs who know they will get paid,” Gruen says. “The
patients win because they no longer have to wait
around for the internist doc to find an orthopedist.”

Unless this issue is adequately addressed, EDs are
likely to end up using the “university model” for emer-
gency care, Taylor says. “They typically employ all
their docs,” he explains. Regional specialty centers
will take care of certain problems, he predicts. 

“For example, in Tucson now, if you have an intracra-
nial hemorrhage, there’s only one place you can go,”
notes Taylor, referring to University Hospital at the
University of Arizona Medical School. “Some others
have only spotty coverage for neurology,” he says.

Reference

1. Johnson LA, Taylor TB, Lev R. The emergency department
on-call backup crisis: Finding remedies for a serious public health
problem. Ann Emerg Med. May 2001; 37:495-499.  ■

Want smoother transfers?
Eliminate the guesswork!
Pre-planning, good communications pave the way

Agood accepting center plan paves the way for
smooth transfers with advanced planning and

streamlined communications. 
At Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, for

example, several years of ongoing meetings with com-
munity physicians created awareness of how the facil-
ity’s ED handled transfers. It also engendered valuable
interpersonal relationships among medical professionals,
while the facility improved communications through
centralized phone and computer transfer capabilities.

At Lutheran Hospital in Fort Wayne, IN, similar
strategies were employed. Shelly Miller, RN, BSN, divi-
sion director of emergency services, responded to staff,
patient, and physician frustration by instituting a cen-
trally coordinated Bed Book Department. The depart-
ment is staffed with a nurse who is the main point of
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For more information on filling call panels, contact: 
• Art Gruen, MD, FACEP, President/CEO, Emergency and

Acute Care Medical Corp.; Director, Emergency Ser-
vices, Sharp Memorial Hospital, Rancho Santa Fe, CA.
Phone: (858) 759-4765. E-mail: art.gruen@eamc.com.

• Todd B. Taylor, MD, FACEP, 1323 E. El Parqué Drive,
Tempe, AZ 85282-2649. Phone: (480) 731-4665. Fax:
(480) 731-4727. E-mail: ttaylor@acep.org.

Sources



contact for transferring facilities, and a toll-free tele-
phone number can be called ahead of time to learn 
about procedures and to arrange for transportation. 

At the center of both success stories is one-stop
communications. Statline is the name of the communi-
cations hub for the ED, says Joseph Luria, MD, med-
ical director of Statline at Cincinnati Children’s. 

“All incoming referrals, squad reports [telemetry],
hospitals transfers — basically all communications
and the activation of trauma teams — are handled
through Statline,” he says.

Lutheran’s system is likewise centralized. “Once [the
Bed Book Department] receives a call from a physician
or a nurse in an outlying facility, they become very
proactive and respond immediately,” Miller adds. “They
get any additional information they need — meds, diag-
nosis, level of care required — and assign the appropri-
ate room at that time and assign a room number as well.”

Cincinnati Children’s has had its Statline since 1990,
but originally it was set up as a central hub for ambu-
lances, recalls Richard Ruddy, MD, director of emer-
gency services. “But from our perspective, 25% of our
visits are referrals from physicians’ offices, pediatri-
cians, and family practitioners, and a significant portion
comes from other regional facilities,” he notes. 

A small area with a desk and chair was set up in the
ED. The central operator handles all calls coming in to
the ED from the primary physicians, helicopters, emer-
gency medical services (EMS), their own transport
team, parents seeking medical advice, and so on. 

The meetings with community physicians, so criti-
cal early on, occurred less frequently as the years
passed. However, improvements continually were
made to the system. “Over the last couple of years,
we’ve tried to continually standardize the information
the operator from Statline gets from the outside, so
that when communication from physician to physician
occurs, we can go into our EMStat computerized
record [Med-Media, Harrisburg, PA] and see what the
operator already has typed in, such as what the injury
was,” Ruddy explains.

Before the changes at Lutheran, Miller recalls, there

was quite a bit of confusion surrounding transfers.
“Because patients might arrive from EMS in admit-

ting, and occasionally even directly to a patient floor,
no one knew exactly what to do with them,” she says.
“Other hospitals, and especially physicians, were call-
ing different areas: ED, inpatient, [intensive care unit].”

Now when an outside party calls the Statline, the
operators know who they need to contact if tertiary care
is required, Miller says.. 

“In the ED, they will accept the patient without
question and get the transfer going,” she explains.
“Meanwhile, if they need internal medicine or cardiol-
ogy, the operator will communicate to that physician
to accept the patient as well.”

Since the nurse is familiar with the different types
of patients the hospital receives, patients are assigned
to an appropriate bed as quickly as possible, Miller
adds. “They can also take admission orders from the
doc, so there’s no need for an extra call,” she notes. 

Lutheran has expanded its Bed Book Department
hours from an initial eight hours a day, Monday-Friday.
Now the department has “24/7” coverage — by RNs 10
hours a day, five days a week, and by the nursing super-
visor (via portable phone) the rest of the time.

Miller has had to educate outside physicians about
her process, through newsletters, mailings, and open
houses. “It has absolutely facilitated transfers and bet-
ter utilization of our bed space,” she says.

At Cincinnati Children’s, the Statline is staffed by
two full-time workers. “A year ago, we discovered we
could find some documentation of appropriate follow-
up in 67% of our ED cases,” says Luria. “One year
later, that has gone up to 90%, with more specific and
better outcomes.”

And of course, serving referring physicians well is
critical, Ruddy adds. “We’ve got to keep these guys
happy; they are the bread and butter of the [referrals
of] sicker kids,” he notes. “And they could just as eas-
ily be calling to Louisville. But the feedback from our
community physicians has been very positive.” ■
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You can lay the foundation for smooth transfers from
other facilities long before you are asked to accept their
patients.
• Educate community referring physicians about your

procedures through regular meetings and mailings.
• Create a single point of contact to handle all requests

and patient questions.
• Standardize your admission forms, and continually

update your processes.

Executive Summary

For more information on transfers, contact: 
• Joseph Luria, MD, Medical Director, Statline, Cincinnati

Children’s Hospital Medical Center. Phone: (513) 636-
7919. E-mail: joe.luria@cchmc.org.

• Shelly Miller, RN, BSN, Division Director, Emergency
Services, Lutheran Hospital, Fort Wayne, IN. Phone:
(260) 435-7219. E-mail: smiller@lutheran-hosp.com.

• Richard Ruddy, MD, Director, Emergency Services,
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center. Phone:
(513) 636-7973. E-mail: richard. ruddy@cchmc.org.

Sources/Resource



Get your ED ready 
for influenza season

Flu season is right around the corner. Are you 
prepared? 

The annual impact of influenza on the United States
is staggering: 10% to 20% of the population will get
the flu. Some 36,000 people will die, and 114,000 will
be hospitalized.

Thomson American Health Consultants is offering
an audio conference with the information necessary to
help you diagnose and treat patients with flu symp-
toms and, as important, prepare for an influenza pan-
demic. Get Ready For Influenza Season: What You
Need to Know About the Threat, Diagnosis, and
Treatment will be held on Tuesday, Sept. 28, 2004,
from 2:30-3:30 p.m., Eastern time. It will be presented
by Benjamin Schwartz, MD, and Frederick Hayden,
MD. Schwartz, who is with the National Vaccine
Program Office and is spearheading the development
of the National Pandemic Influenza Preparedness and
Response Plan, will discuss the potential impact of an
influenza pandemic. Hayden, a professor of internal
medicine and pathology at the University of Virginia
School of Medicine in Charlottesville, will discuss
current methods of diagnosis and the latest informa-
tion on treatment with antivirals. 

Your fee of $249 includes presentation materials,
additional reading, and free continuing education. Visit
us at www.ahcpub.com, or contact customer service at
(800) 688-2421 or by e-mail at customerservice@
ahcpub.com. Please reference code T04118-61332.  ■
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■ Plan ahead to avoid 
bumpy transfers

■ Ideas to ease ED
overcrowding

■ Better bedside design boosts
security, patient comfort, and
staff productivity

■ Retention strategies: 
Keep ED staff interested 
and motivated 

COMING IN FUTURE MONTHS

CE/CME questions

25. According to Jonathan D. Lawrence, MD, JD,
FACEP, an ED physician and medical staff risk
management liaison of the emergency department
at St. Mary Medical Center, when do EMTALA
guidelines apply to admissions? 
A. Never
B. When stabilization requires admission
C. Whenever emergency treatment is followed by

admission
D. When the patient is uninsured or underinsured

26. Mary Kate Dilts-Skaggs, RN, MSN, CAN, director
of nursing for emergency and outpatient services at
Southern Ohio Medical Center, and Deb Richey,
MPA, director of emergency services at Parkview
Hospital, agree that the key to boosting patient sat-
isfaction is: 
A. Making patients feel respected
B. Having a television in each room
C. Reducing the time it takes to see the doctor
D. Making all rooms private

27. According to Maribeth Woitas, RN, BSN, director
for emergency services at North Memorial Medical
Center, the seven steps of the Six Sigma process
include:  
A. Establish the focus.
B. Study the results.
C. Standardize the changes.
D. All of the above

28. According to Andrew S. Kaufman, JD, a partner in
the New York City law firm of Kaufman Borgeest &
Ryan, when an employee abuses a patient, you
will be found liable only if you:
A. Had no policy in place covering such actions
B. Had a poor policy in place regarding such

actions
C. Negligently hired or credentialed somebody

who shouldn’t have been hired
D. Left the employee alone with the patient

29. According to Todd B. Taylor, MD, FACEP, vice
speaker of the American College of Emergency
Physicians, the following strategy can address 
the problem of poor physician participation in call
panels: 

CE/CME instructions

Physicians and nurses participate in this CE/
CME program by reading the issue, using the

references for research, and studying the ques-
tions. Participants should select what they believe
to be the correct answers, then refer to the answer
key to test their knowledge. To clarify confusion on
any questions answered incorrectly, consult the
source material. After completing the semester’s
activity, you must complete the evaluation form
provided and return it in the reply envelope to
receive a certificate of completion.  ■
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CE/CME objectives
For more information on the CE/CME program,
contact customer service at (800) 688-2421.

• Implement managerial procedures suggested
by your peers in the publication. (See
“Lawsuits imply EMTALA requires EDs to
admit all uninsured patients,” “How to boost
satisfaction rates: A tale of two EDs,” and
“Want smoother transfers? Eliminate the
guesswork!”)

• Discuss and apply new information about vari-
ous approaches to ED management. (See “Are
you liable if your staff abuse a patient?” and
“Situation critical for call panels: Is there a
cure?”)

• Share acquired knowledge of these develop-
ments and advances with employees. (See 
“Lab order to results in 16 minutes? You heard
right!”)

• Explain developments in the regulatory arena
and how they apply to the ED setting. ■

A. Stipend management
B. Fee-for-service programs
C. Regional call panels 
D. All of the above

30. According to the latest EMTALA guidelines, it is
appropriate for you to refuse a transfer when:
A. You do not have the required specialized 

capability.
B. The patient does not have insurance.
C. The patient’s physician is not on staff. 
D. Your hospital does not participate in the

patient’s HMO.

CE/CME answers
25. B 26. C 27. D 28. C 29. D 30. A



Patients in the hallways must be treated the same

As of Jan. 1, hospitals accredited by the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare

Organizations must meet a new standard that has
a higher requirement for care given to admitted
patients in the ED, and CEOs will depend on ED
managers to lead the effort in complying with
this standard.

“Those patients who are held in hallways are
actually entitled to the same level of care as any
other patient,” says Deana Bowlds-Williams, 
former associate project director in the Joint
Commission’s Division of Standards and Survey
Methods.

If patients in hallways don’t have access to
beds or restrooms, meet with administrators to
determine another way to handle these patients,
she advises. “You need to look out for patient
confidentiality, for patient rights and dignity,”
Bowlds-Williams says. 

Some metropolitan hospitals have set up over-
flow areas, she says. Care protocols include tar-
gets for how long patients can be kept, notes
Bowlds-Williams. 

At University of Texas Health Science Center in
San Antonio, an eight-bed transitional care unit
boards medical and surgical patients, says David
Hnatow, MD, FACEP, chief of emergency medicine
and medical director of University Hospital Emer-
gency Center. Patients typically stay four to eight
hours, which compares to an eight to 12-hour stay
nationally for observation units, which are similar
to transitional care units, he says.

“We were having a problem in that the average
wait for all patients to get a hospital bed was
about nine hours,” Hnatow says. “We’re below
three hours now with all the innovations we’ve

made,” which include having nurses on the floor
call the ED to get report and an electronic bed
tracking system that pages housekeeping when
an open bed is identified.

Keep careful documentation, says Marcia
Wilson, MBA, deputy director of Urgent Matters,
a Washington, DC-based organization initiative
of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation to help
hospitals eliminate ED crowding. “Once a patient
has been identified as needing to be admitted,
[surveyors] are going to be looking at what’s in
place in writing in terms of how the patient is
handled,” Wilson says.

It will be very difficult to ensure the same level
of nursing care for admitted patients in the ED,
admits Kathy Hendershot, RN, MSN, BC, director
of clinical operations at the emergency medicine
and trauma center at Methodist Hospital in
Indianapolis.

“Realistically, the EDs have not been staffed for
patient care hours as much as the inpatient units,”
Hendershot says. “And even though we have new
[Emergency Nurses Association staffing] guide-
lines, we remain one of the few areas where we
cannot always predict what comes through our
doors.”

From the draft standard, it appears that the
Joint Commission will be looking for a standing
committee that addresses patient flow, Wilson
says. Include an ED physician, an ED administra-
tor, an ED nurse, and representatives from inpa-
tient administration, senior hospital management,
the inpatient medical staff, ancillary services, and
housekeeping, she suggests. Document when the
committee meets, what decisions were made, and
who followed through, Wilson adds.

At Methodist Hospital, a multidisciplinary team
addresses throughput during its monthly meeting.
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Covering Compliance with Joint Commission Standards

EDs must offer inpatient level of care to admitted
patients, new Joint Commission standard says



“This group has been instrumental in making 
decision about bed capacity, opening more beds,
changing patient populations, making decompres-
sion guidelines, and even changing surgery sched-
ules,” Hendershot says. 

In addition, an administrator broadcasts the 
5 a.m. census, bed availability, patients waiting for
admissions, possible discharges or moves from the
critical care areas, staffing needs, bed closings, and
estimate surgical volumes and catheter laboratory
volumes, she says. “The administrator and the
charges nurses from the units will meet at 10 a.m.
and again at 1 p.m. to discuss problems, traffic,
and staffing needs,” Hendershot explains.

Resources often can be redirected, she says.
“Communicating involves all the ancillary and
support areas such as housekeeping, transporta-
tion, and pharmacy,” she adds.

Other critical areas of meeting the patient flow
standard include having ED policies and proce-
dures in these areas:

• Monitoring patient flow. Determine where
congestion is located, Bowlds-Williams suggests.
For example, you may be able to demonstrate
bottlenecks in the way beds are handled by
housekeeping, or you may identify a lack of
intensive care beds, she says. 

Map out patient flow, Wilson advises. “This is
a critical first step in understanding how patients
move through the system,” she says.

Measure changes in patient flow, Wilson 
suggests. Hospitals that received grants from
www.urgentmatters.org tracked 17 indicators
including time from patient arrival to bed place-
ment and time of day of discharge.

“If you can’t get patients out of beds, you can’t
move admitted patients into beds,” she adds. 

• Addressing problems with patient flow. EDs
need to address patient flow and diversion, Wilson
advises. “I think what the Joint Commission will
be looking for is, what are your criteria for judging
when something needs to be changed?” Wilson
says. 

“Are you having to go on diversion because you
have a crisis with patient flow, or is this an ongoing

patient flow problem with bottlenecks in the pro-
cess?” she asks.

Hospitals are examining what can be done
before they go on diversion, she says. For exam-
ple, what’s the trigger threshold to take action,
and who makes that decision? 

• Following up with changes to patient flow.
Data collection is essential, Wilson notes. The

Joint Commission will want to see a tracking sys-
tem that evaluates changes that you make, she
advises. “It will want to know what was your
process before, what is the new process, and how
did it make a difference,” Wilson adds.  ■

Is your ED ready to comply
with patient safety goals?
Additions target test results, meds, and falls

The newly announced national patient safety
goals, which are expected to receive special

emphasis at accreditation surveys, require EDs
and other departments of the hospital to accu-
rately and completely reconcile medications
across the continuum of care. 

“I think everyone is recognizing now that med-
ication errors are a significant problem,” explains
Lowell W. Gerson, PhD, professor of epidemiol-
ogy in the division of community health sciences
at Northeastern Ohio Universities College of
Medicine in Rootstown.

During 2005, EDs must develop a process for
obtaining and documenting a list of a patient’s
current medications upon his or her admission
and must involve the patient. As part of this pro-
cess, ED staff must compare the medications the
organization provides to those on the list. The
process must be implemented by January 2006.
The remainder of the new goals goals take effect
Jan. 1, 2005.

A complete list of the patient’s medications
must be communicated to the next provider
when the ED refers or transfers a patient within
or outside the hospital.

Every facility is working on this problem of
reconciliation, sources say. One problem at some
hospitals is that computers treat medications that
a patient receives in the ED as separate from the
medications the patient receives as an inpatient,
says Robert L. Wears, MD, MS, attending physi-
cian at Shands Jacksonville and professor at the
University of Florida in Jacksonville.
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The standard for emergency department overcrowding
can be accessed free at www.jcaho.org. Click on
“Accredited Organizations,” “Hospitals,” “Standards,”
JCAHO Requirements” and “Go to JCAHO Requirements
Page.” Click on “Hospitals,” “Leadership (LD),” and “New
Standard LD.3.11.”
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“Pharmacies and [information technology
departments] are trying to produce reconcilia-
tion,” Wears says.

It’s critical that the problem be examined from
a systems perspective vs. making an effort in one
or two areas, says Matthew Rice, MD, JD, prac-
ticing emergency physician and chief medical
officer at Northwest Emergency Physicians, a
Team Health affiliate, in Seattle. Rice is on the
board of directors of the National Patient Safety
Foundation in Washington, DC. 

“It’s a problem with the continuum of care,” he
says. “That’s why [the goal] is phrased that way.”

Not only is the problem systemwide, but it is a
systems problem, Gerson adds.

“As much as you can take the human being out
of the process, the better off you are,” he says. 
EDs need systems with checks, such as physician
entered computerized order-entry, bar code
checking, and software systems that alert
providers to interactions, Gerson notes. 

Other additions to the national patient safety
goals are: 

• EDs must measure, and if appropriate, take
action to improve the timeliness of reporting
and receiving critical test results.

Many EDs have a process of reporting panic
values, Wears says. “The problem is that most of
the definitions of panic values don’t actually cause
any panic in anybody,” he points out. 

Panic values create a number of false alarms in
the typical hospital, Wears says. “The danger, when
staff members are inundated with false alarms, is
that they start to ignore all of the alarms.”

Many hospital systems are altering their pro-
cesses to have multiple persons to check that
test results are reported and received in a timely
manner, Rice explains. “If you have one person
involved, a person can have slips or lapses with
bad outcomes based on the failure to identify
issues and deal with them,” he says.

• EDs must assess and periodically reassess
each patient’s risk for falling, including the risk
associated with the patient’s medications, and
address any risks.

MacNeal Hospital in Berwyn, IL, has an inter-
disciplinary falls committee that has been very
active over the past year, says Jenny Meziere,
RN, BSN, CEN, manager of emergency/trauma
and gastrointestinal services. The group has
developed an incident report specifically for falls
that seeks to identify the cause by asking ques-
tions about staffing and unit census, obstacles,
lighting, medications given to the patient in the

past eight hours, and whether the patient was
identified as a fall risk, Meziere says.

“The falls committee then takes these [quality
improvement] reports and breaks down what
happened and why,” she says. 

Also, the committee has added a blue armband
to patients identified as being at risk for falls,
Meziere adds. “This then is a visual clue to every-
one that the patient is at risk and needs to be mon-
itored closely,” she says. “Even when patients are
off their unit having testing, other departments
know that the patient is at risk for a fall.”

Patients may be at risk of falling due to cogni-
tive impairment or instability, Gerson suggests.
Any patients identified at risk should be closely
observed and provided with escorts as needed, he
says. Also, avoid having slick floors, Gerson adds. 

If family members are there, advice them when 
a patient is at risk of falling, suggests Michelle H.
Pelling, MBA, RN, president of The ProPell Group,
a Newburg, OR-based consulting firm specializing
in continuous Joint Commission accreditation
readiness and performance improvement. “If a
family member isn’t there, the person may be very
vulnerable,” she adds.

• EDs must identify and, at a minimum,
annually review a list of look-alike/sound-alike
drugs used in the organization and take action
to prevent errors involving the interchange of
these drugs.

This task is almost impossible, due to the inor-
dinate number of potentially confusing names
and sounds, Wears says. “I know our pharmacy
looked at it, and before they had gotten through
[the drugs starting with] A, they had gotten to
100,” he says. “There are probably well over 1,000
conflicts when you look at all the possibilities.”

Look-alike drugs are particularly challenging,
he says. “When hospitals change supplies or turn
to generic drugs, packaging material tends to
change appearance,” he says. (For more on medi-
cation safety, see story, p. 4.) 

With all of these new goals, don’t try to address
them within your ED only, Pelling advises. “The
organization has to have a plan about what they’re
going to do, who has what piece, and they must
work together collaboratively,” she says.  ■
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To access the national patient safety goals, go to
www.jcaho.org. Under “Top Spots,” click on “national
patient safety goals.”
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Medication issues trip up
emergency departments

ED managers often find that compliance with
the environment-of-care standards is one of

the most challenging areas of accreditation, par-
ticularly when it comes to medication issues, say
sources interviewed by ED Accreditation Update.

You must have a process for standardized
drug calculations, sources say. Require use of
standardized concentrations for high risk infu-
sions, such as heparin, insulin, and vasopressors,
suggests Monica Huber, RN, director of emer-
gency, trauma, and intensive care services at
Sioux Valley Hospital of the University of South
Dakota Medical Center in Sioux Falls.

The latest example of standardization is insulin
drips in 1 unit/ml concentration, and at her facil-
ity, there must be a written physician order to
change the concentration, Huber says. A label is
attached to the bag that says, “Contains insulin.
Flush tubing with 50 ml of insulin solution prior
to hanging first bag and with tubing changes.” 

Provide only one concentration for all medica-
tions administered via infusion when at all possi-
ble, she says. “If more than one concentration is
necessary, i.e., heparin solution for arterial line
flushes vs. dosing for [acute myocardial infarction]
patients, utilize brightly colored warning labels
and store in separate areas, such as the Pyxis.”

Also, use pre-mixed solutions or always order
infusions from pharmacy, she adds. “Do not
allow infusions to be mixed by nursing staff on
the patient care units,” Huber says.

Any infusion requiring a calculation or high-
risk infusion, including opiate drips, intravenous
(IV) insulin, and patient-controlled analgesia pro-
gramming, should require a double-check, she
says. “This process includes the person doing the
double-check starting the calculation from the
beginning without knowing the answer the first
person obtained,” Huber adds.

Sioux Valley Hospital uses computerized 
calculations for weight-based infusions whenever
possible. “There are programs available on the
bedside monitors and on the [personal comput-
ers] in the department. Pharmacy also will print
an infusion rate chart for individual patients if
nursing provides them with patient weight and
drug,” she says.

For compliance with environment-of-care stan-
dards, check your medication drawers to ensure

you don’t have any high-alert medications there,
advises Eileen Whalen, MHA, RN, vice president
of emergency, trauma, and perioperative services 
at University Medical Center in Tucson, AZ, and 
a consultant with AchieveMentors in Tolar, TX.
Whalen spoke at the most recent leadership meet-
ing of the Emergency Nurses Association. 

At Huber’s facility, various warnings are pro-
grammed in the Pyxis that display when certain
high-risk drugs are removed. “They are also pro-
grammed to prevent errors that have been identi-
fied as a trend in the medication error reporting
system for our hospital or department,” she says.

An auxiliary warning label is placed on all neu-
romuscular blocking agents, Huber says. The label
says: “Danger. Muscle paralyzing agent. Patient
must be intubated and mechanically ventilated
with their use.” Concentrated electrolytes, such as
potassium and sodium, have been removed from
Sioux Valley Hospital’s ED and must be ordered
from pharmacy, she adds.

“Many hospitals have gone to the multiple-lock
Pyxis-[type) system so that an extra door with the
extra lock isn’t as necessary as it has been in past
surveys,” says Whalen, referring to systems such
as the one manufactured by Pyxis Corp. in San
Diego. Check with your pharmacy to determine if
you have some leeway, she suggests.

Ensure you are complying with the Joint Com-
mission’s requirement for using two forms of
identification, Whalen emphasizes. 

Many facilities use the medical record number
and the name as the forms of identification, she
says. Your staff and physicians need to understand
the difference between the medical record number
and the account number, Whalen emphasizes. 

When you have an unidentified patient, use a
permanent medical record number, she advises.
Also, have a checkoff box on your flow sheet and 
in your nurses’ notes that indicates you checked
the wristband and medical record number, she
suggests.

To ensure compliance with Joint Commission
standards, be familiar with the dangerous abbrevi-
ations, and deny any orders that include them,
Whalen adds.

If a physician gives a verbal order, it must be
said back, she says. “The ‘say back’ is expected at
all times, but the [Joint Commission] uses reason-
ableness such as during times of a full arrest or
major trauma resuscitation,” she says. “However,
since significant errors can occur during the heat of
the battle, one should attempt to adopt this habit as
best practice even during acute emergencies.”  ■
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